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Fly R Shirt



Two types of high quality Italian fabric are 
used to provide extreme breathability, 
flexibility and quick drying qualities. 

It is ultra-lightweight and has 
flatlock seams so there is no 
friction when training or racing.

This shirt has a great looking round neck.



Fly R Shirt PLUS



 Reversed zipper on the front  help you to get extra 
ventilation when pushing hard in trainings or races 
during warm days. 

Keeping the trend for great 
comfort a hemless collar is added. 

This shirt is 
ultra-lightweight and has 
flatlock seams.

Two types of high quality Italian fabric are 
used to provide extreme breathability, 
flexibility and quick drying qualities.



Run Jacket



A must in the mountain 
and a useful garment in 
the park this Run Jacket 
packs into a pocket 

thanks to the YKK double 
zipper.

Reflective panels for safety, thumb-holes 
into the sleeves and a comfort hood will 
make you enjoy the jacket even more in the 
chilly mornings or late evenings. 

The Run Jacket is made of super 
light-weight Italian ripstop fabrics and a 
very flexible and breathable material on 
the sides of it for this extra comfort while 
moving fast.



R Tights



The silicone ending bands ensure the tight stays exactly where 
you’ve put it during exercise. 

UPF  50+ UV protection factor

Two elastic pockets growing up to 300% would fit energy bars or 
gels, your mobile or light jacket. 

R Tight This tight is made of Recycled Polyamid (Xtra Lite) – 4 way 
stretch fabric which is very durable and extremely comfort. You will 
never feel it irritating as it has flatlock seams. 



Tights Long Plus



This long tight is made of Recycled Polyamid  – 4 way 
stretch fabric which is very durable and  comfort. You 
will never feel it irritating as it has flatlock seams. 

Two elastic pockets growing up to 300% would fit 
energy bars or gels, your mobile or light jacket.

UPF  50+ UV protection factor



Run Shorts Designed to make you feel free 
these shorts are light and comfy. 

Four side pockets let you stow gels, energy or light 
jacket.

Run Shorts



The innovative fibers we use are certified by
OEKO-TEX, a globally recognized inspection
organization. This certification means that the
fibers contain no chemicals which are
harmful to the skin or body.

In order to provide absolute quality, Sign
sport products are manufactured
exclusively in Europe

 The running collection is entirely made by 
Italian fabrics. Italian textiles and fabrics are 
famous all over the world for their high quality 
obtained through innovative machinery and 
techniques.

All Sign sport products are covered under
a 2-year exchange guarantee.



sign-sport.com


